Real robots with real sensors are not omniscient. When a robot's next course of action depends on information that is hidden from the sensors because of problems such as occlusion, restricted range, bounded eld of view and limited attention, we say the robot su ers from the hidden state problem. State identi cation techniques use history information to uncover hidden state. Some previous approaches to encoding history include: nite state machines 12, 28], recurrent neural networks 25] and genetic programming with indexed memory 49]. A chief disadvantage of all these techniques is their long training time.
I Introduction
This paper is about embedded agents that cannot perceive their whole environment at once. Robotics has seen a surge of interest in reactive robots| agents that use their current sensor values to choose their next action|but as the tasks get more complex, we are nding that some tasks cannot be solved with perception-to-action mappings alone. Sensors are inherently limited, and sometimes the world state information relevant to choosing the next action is hidden by those limitations.
There are many reasons why important features can be hidden from a robot's perception: sensors have noise, limited range and limited eld of view; occlusions hide areas from sensing; limited funds and space prevent equipping the robot with all desired sensors; an exhaustible power supply deters the robot from using all sensors all the time; and the robot has limited computational resources for turning raw sensor data into usable percepts.
In situations where immediate perception does not supply enough information, short-term memory of past perceptions and actions can often provide the information that is needed.
Consider the following examples:
A space station repair robot sees that it needs a replacement part and thrusts across the station towards a supply bin to get the new part. However, once at the bin, occlusions and limited range prevent the robot from still seeing the distant faulty part. Given only the percepts available from its position at the supply bin, the robot cannot know which part it needs. With short-term memory, however, the robot could remember which part was faulty, and pick the correct part.
A hospital delivery robot is making its way from the patient's room to the blood lab. During its travel, the robot's limited sensors are not able to distinguish between many of the di erent hallway intersections, some in which it should turn right and others in which it should turn left. Given this confusion, the robot cannot reliably deliver the sample. With short-term memory, however, the robot could distinguish identicallooking intersections by remembering features of its previous locations.
For instance, the robot may know that it should turn right at the upcoming intersection because it remembers that it just passed the elevator doors and because the elevator doors are not next to a left-turn intersection.
Unique infrared transceivers installed at the intersections in the hospital might avoid the need for memory, but this installation may not be possible because of another important perceptual limitation listed above: limited funds. The \hardware solution" that uses many transceivers can be considerably more expensive than a \software solution" that uses short-term memory.
A robot driver uses a vision system to navigate in tra c. In order to overcome limited computational power for extracting usable perceptual information from its raw image data, (i.e. the last perceptual limitation in the list above), the driver makes use of an active vision system 3, 40] ; it has movable binocular cameras, each containing a fovea. The high resolution in the fovea is necessary for recognizing objects, but if the cameras had such ne-grained resolution over a broad eld of view, the vision system would be inundated with far more pixels than its limited computational power could handle. The driver should pass a car on the highway only when it is close to the preceding car and the blind spot is clear of cars. Unfortunately, addressing the computational limitation has intensi ed another limitation: limited eld of view. The driver cannot see both the car in front and the blind spot at the same time. Since neither a close-by car ahead nor a clear blind spot alone are enough to tell the robot that it should pull into the passing lane, and since no matter how the robot redirects its active vision system, no immediate perception can include both inputs to the conjunction, the driver cannot decide to pass using immediate perception alone. With short-term memory, the driver would look at the car ahead, remember that it was close enough for passing, look at the blind-spot for a clear way, and once it had both elements of the relevant conjunction, it could make the decision to begin passing.
A Principles
We propose a \middle path" between purely reactive agents, which su er from hidden state problems, and traditional planning agents, which require infeasible complete world models. The agent must represent the world state with more than its current perceptions, but the agent does not require a full predictive model of the entire environment.
The work described in this paper addresses the issue of hidden state and short-term memory in conjunction with the following principles:
Agents should learn their tasks. We would prefer that our robots learn their behaviors rather than have them hard-coded because programming all the details by hand is tedious, we may not know the environment ahead of time, and we want the robot to adapt its behavior as the environment changes.
Agents should learn in as few trials as possible. Learning experience is expensive in terms of wall clock time, and dangerous in terms of potential damage to the robot and its surroundings. Experience is often 4 relatively more expensive than storage and computation. Furthermore, the expense of computation and storage will only decrease as advances in computing hardware continue; the cost of experience will not.
Agents should be able to handle noisy perceptions and actions.
Strict optimality is not necessary. We should aim for reasonably good behavior given the complexity of the task. In many cases, it's not worth running an algorithm that will take ten times more trials to learn good performance, in order to gain only a one-twentieth increase in the that performance. For example, in a changing environment, this is especially true.
This paper introduces a new family of methods for reinforcement learning with short-term memory. The rst implementation of this approach learns with about an order of magnitude fewer steps than several previous approaches. The paper also suggests how future methods in the family could perform even better.
II Background and Related Work
A reinforcement learning 1 agent su ers from hidden state if at any time the agent's state representation is missing information needed to determine the next correct action. More formally, we say a reinforcement learning agent su ers from the hidden state problem if the agent's state representation is non-Markovian with respect to actions and utility.
The hidden state problem arises as a case of perceptual aliasing: the mapping between states of the world and sensations of the agent is not oneto-one 53]. If the agent's perceptual system produces the same outputs for two world states in which di erent actions are required, and if the agent's state representation consists only of its percepts, then the agent will fail to choose correct actions.
Note that even if the agent's representation consists of more than its percepts|that is, the agent maintains some internal state|it is still possible for the agent to su er from the hidden state problem. This possibility occurs whenever the agent maintains some amount of internal state, but not enough internal state to disambiguate the aliased world states for the given task.
A Stateless or Fixed-Memory Agents
Some approaches to the hidden state problem do not attempt to disambiguate the aliased states.
The simplest approach is to simply ignore the hidden state problem and apply traditional reinforcement learning methods as if there were no aliased states. Some experience has shown that in certain non-Markovian environments this approach can work 6], however, there are many cases in which ignoring hidden state results in complete failure; see 52, 46, 31] for examples with explanations.
A more careful solution to the hidden state problem is to avoid passing through the perceptually aliased states. This is the approach taken in Whitehead's Lion algorithm 52]. Whenever the agent nds a state that delivers inconsistent reward, it sets that state's utility so low that the policy will never visit it again. The success of this algorithm depends on a deterministic world and on the existence of a path to the goal that consists of only unaliased states.
Other solutions do not avoid aliased states, but do as best they can given a non-Markovian state representation while also evading the disasters that would result from ignoring the hidden state altogether 26, 46, 21] . They involve either learning deterministic policies that execute incorrect actions in some aliased states, or learning stochastic policies that, in aliased states, may execute incorrect actions with some probability. These approaches do not depend on a path of unaliased states, but they have other limitations: when faced with many aliased states requiring di erent actions, the probability of executing an optimal sequence of actions falls precipitously; when faced with potentially harmful results from incorrect actions, deterministically incorrect or probabilistically incorrect action choice may prove too dangerous; and when faced with performance-critical tasks, ine ciency that is proportional to the amount of aliasing may be unacceptable.
B Agents that Learn to Use Memory
The most robust solution to the hidden state problem is to augment the agent's state representation on-line so as to disambiguate the aliased states. State identi cation techniques uncover the hidden state information|that is, they make the agent's internal state space Markovian. This transformation from an imperfect state information model to a perfect state information model has been formalized in the decision and control literature, and involves adding previous percepts and actions to the de nition of agent internal state 8]. By augmenting the agent's percepts with history information|short-term memory of past perceptions, actions and rewards|the agent can distinguish perceptually aliased states, and can then reliably choose correct actions from them. The example tasks in section 1 illustrated the use of memory to disambiguate hidden state: the robot knows which replacement part to pick because it remembers seeing the faulty part; the robot knows whether to turn right or left at the intersection because it remembers having passed the elevator door; the robot knows to pull into the passing lane because it remembers having looked both in front and behind. Using memory to disambiguate the aliased situations allows the robot to e ciently perform the task independent of the number of aliased states in that path. It allows the robot to choose correct actions reliably, as opposed to making probabilistic guesses whenever faced with ambiguous sensations.
The problem is how to represent this memory and how the agent should learn what to remember and what to forget. Because the agent begins without knowing how to perform the task at hand, the agent also begins without knowing how much memory will be required.
Prede ned, xed memory representations such as constant-sized perception windows (more formally known as order n Markov models) are often undesirable. When the length of the window is more than needed, they exponentially increase the number of agent internal states for which a policy must be stored and learned; when the length of the memory is less than needed, the agent reverts to the disadvantages of undistinguished hidden state. Even if the agent designer understands the task well enough to know its maximal memory requirements, the agent is at a disadvantage with constant-sized windows because, for most tasks, di erent amounts of memory are needed at di erent steps of the task.
Let us emphasize the way in which learning how much to remember is a departure from much other work in machine learning for multi-step tasks. Memory-learning agents must not only learn a mapping from states to actions (which is often di cult enough as it is), but learn the required state space as well. When confronted with hidden state, the agent can no longer rely on perception to completely de ne the agent's internal state space. The internal states of the agent must depend on both the current perception and some variable, learned amount of memory about past perceptions and actions. Before describing these three approaches in more detail, let us consider some other algorithms that are also related.
The environment learning approach implemented in Toto 27] also uses memory, and is impressively fast|it learns from single presentations. However, the technique is designed speci cally for mobile robots inside rooms and corridors. Unlike the above four algorithms it depends integrally on dead reckoning to disambiguate states, and thus is tied to navigation. In navigational tasks, the global state is directly correlated with geographical position, which is exactly what dead reckoning provides. A meaningful analogy to global state calculating \dead reckoning" for general, non-navigational tasks is not apparent.
Alecsys 16] is a learning classi er system implemented with a genetic algorithm 20, 9]. In work by Dorigo and Colombetti 13], Alecsys learns proper sequences by maintaining internal state indicating which subtask the agent should be performing. Transition signals produced by the trainer or environment prompt the agent to switch from one subtask to another. In other work by the same authors 17], Alecsys is modi ed to include among its percepts indications of whether a sensor value changed in the last N steps, where N is a parameter of the algorithm set by the robot designer. This is 9 a variation of the constant-sized perception window approach to memory, with the simpli cation that the agent remembers only the value since the last change, not all sensor values for the last N steps.
C.1 Finite State Machines
The Perceptual Distinctions Approach (PDA) 12] and Utile Distinction Memory (UDM) 31] both learn partially observable Markov decision processes 7] via state-splitting strategies. These probabilistic nite state machines (FSM's) represent memory in that certain states aren't likely to be reached except by passing through certain other states previously. So, occupation of the current state can e ectively give the agent memory of the perceptions and actions associated with the only available incoming transitions to the current state|the exclusive transitions allow the agent to distinguish states even when the perception associated with those states is identical. The agent can represent arbitrarily long memories by nesting contingent transitions. 2 Other research has studied how to calculate an optimal policy given a partially observable Markov decision process 10]. PDA and UDM, on the other hand, both emphasize the learning of the nite state machine itself, then use a simple heuristic for calculating the policy from it. The major di erence between PDA and UDM is that UDM only splits states when the statistics show that doing so will help predict reward|in other words, UDM only creates as much memory as needed for the task at hand.
The nite state machine approaches have the advantage that there is much established formal study in nite state machines, hidden Markov models and partially observable Markov decision processes. One disadvantage is their limited representational power. For instance, if the agent needs to remember only one bit of information, but must remember that bit for a long time, the entire state space covered during the intervening time must be duplicated. A second disadvantage is that UDM and PDA both require an inordinate number of steps to learn the tasks on which they were demonstrated. They are both based on an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm in which the learner alternates between gathering statistics using the current model, and changing the current model based on the statistics 15]. The agent begins with a random or minimal FSM model, then alternately performs trials consisting of 500 or 1000 steps, and performs state splits or joins based on the statistics from the trial. The large number of steps in each trial is required to make the experience statistically signi cant. Since, as is always the case with EM algorithms, statistics are based on the current ( awed) model, the requirement of some splits can't be detected until other splits are already made. The result is that only very few splits are made at the end of each trial, many trials are required to complete learning, and at 1000 steps per trial, the learning time su ers dramatically.
C.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
The Recurrent-Q algorithm 24] trains a recurrent neural network containing a xed number of hidden units. The network holds memory in that the backward looping connections from the hidden units feed into the input layer|the current inputs are partially determined by the networks' own context units, which in turn were determined by previous inputs. Repeated looping of acti-vation through these recurrent connections can maintain memory over several steps.
An advantage of using recurrent neural networks for memory is that their representational e ciency is greater than nite state machines|they can more e ciently memorize one bit over many steps, for instance. They also have the potential to handle continuous inputs. One disadvantage of Recurrent-Q is that, unlike nite state machines with state splitting rules, the memory capacity is xed before learning begins since the number of hidden units is xed. Recurrent-Q also takes very many steps to learn. Neural networks in general are not well known for quick convergence, and the convergence of recurrent neural networks is typically slower than feed forward networks.
C.3 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Programming with Indexed Memory 49] uses genetic programming 22] to evolve programs that apply load and store instructions to a xed-sized register bank. These registers, which hold values for later retrieval, obviously supply the agent with memory.
The chief advantage of Genetic Programming with Indexed Memory is its great representational power. In fact, Teller makes a point of emphasizing that the class of potentially evolved programs is Turing complete. Unfortunately, this advantage also causes the algorithm's worst disadvantage|it pays dearly for this exibility in terms of learning steps required. Genetic Programming with Indexed Memory can take an extremely large number of steps to learn. For example, in Teller's demonstration of the algorithm on a grid world box-pushing task, the population contains 800 individuals, the population must be evolved over 100 generations, after each generation all the individuals must be evaluated on 40 test cases that last for 100 steps each|for a total of over 3 10 8 steps.
Our priority is to nd a new alternative that learns in fewer steps, with the understanding that we may have to sacri ce exibility of representation. Agents often cannot a ord to take the number of learning steps required for multiple o -line state-splitting tests, or the number of training presentations necessary for a recurrent neural network to converge, or the number of evaluations needed to evolve a population of solutions. Extreme exibility in memory representation is not always necessary.
III Instance-Based State Identi cation
This paper advocates a new solution to the hidden state problem we term instance-based state identi cation. The approach was inspired by the successes of instance-based (also called \memory-based") methods for learning in continuous perception spaces, (i.e. 2, 35] ). These methods have also had success with physical robots 44, 45] .
The term \memory-based" introduces an unfortunate con ict of vocabulary. Here \memory" does not refer to short-term memory of past perceptions and actions used to disambiguate hidden state; it refers to methods that store raw previous experiences directly, such as k-nearest neighbor 18] and locally weighted regression 2]. To avoid confusion, we use the phrase \instance-based," which we hope carries the same meaning.
The application of instance-based learning to short-term memory for state identi cation is driven by the important insight that learning in continuous spaces and learning with hidden state have a crucial feature in common: they both begin learning without knowing the nal granularity of the agent's state space. The former learns which regions of continuous input space can be represented uniformly and which areas must be nely divided among many states. The later learns which perceptions can be represented uniformly because they uniquely identify a course of action without the need for memory, 13 and which perceptions must be divided among many states each with their own detailed history to distinguish them from other perceptually aliased world states. The rst approach works with a continuous geometrical input space, the second works with a action-percept-reward \sequence" space, (or \history" space). Large continuous regions correspond to less-speci ed, small memories; small continuous regions correspond to more-speci ed, large memories. 3 Furthermore, learning in continuous spaces and sequence spaces both have a lot to gain from instance-based methods. In situations where the state space granularity is unknown, it is especially useful to memorize the raw previous experiences. If the agent incorporates experience merely by averaging it into its current, awed state space granularity, it is bound to attribute experience to the wrong states; experience attributed to the wrong state turns to garbage and is wasted. When faced with an evolving state space, keeping raw previous experience is the path of least commitment, and thus the most cautious about losing information.
Keeping records of raw previous experience does incur certain expenses in terms of storage and computation time, but these expenses can often be justi ed. For instance, compare the time required to perform a million multiplications with the time it takes the robot to move down the hallway. Often learning trials are more expensive than computation|expensive in many ways: wall clock time, power consumed, danger to the robot and danger to the surroundings, for example. 
IV Nearest Sequence Memory
There are many possible instance-based techniques to choose from, but we wanted to keep the rst application simple. With that in mind, this initial algorithm is based on k-nearest neighbor. We call it Nearest Sequence Memory, (NSM). It bears emphasizing that this algorithm is the most straightforward, simple, almost naive combination of instance-based methods and history sequences that one could think of; there are still more sophisticated instance-based methods to try. The surprising result is that such a simple technique works as well as it does. Figure 1 depicts the analogy between k-nearest neighbor in a continuous geometric space and k nearest neighbor in a sequence space.
Any application of k-nearest neighbor consists of three parts: 1) recording each experience, 2) using some distance metric to nd neighbors of the current query point, and 3) extracting output values from those neighbors. We apply these three parts to action-percept-reward sequences and reinforcement learning by Q-learning 50] as follows:
1. For each step the agent makes in the world, it records the action, perception and reward by adding a new state to a single, long chain of states. Thus, each state in the chain contains a snapshot of the agent's immediate experience at that moment, and all the agent's experiences are laid out in a time-connected history chain.
2. When the agent is about to choose an action, it nds states considered to be similar by looking in its state chain for states with histories (The numbers in the circles indicate action/percept/reward triples.) The neighborhood metric is determined by sequence match length, that is, the number of preceding states that match the states preceding the query point. By using this neighborhood function, the agent nds situations from its past that are most similar to its current situation, where \most similar" not only includes the current percepts but also the percepts leading up to current situation. The agent thus has an internal state space with variable-length short-term memory because when choosing instances from which to extract expected reward values, it tends to prefer instances with better matching history. 16 similar to the current situation. The longer a state's string of previous experiences matches the agent's most recent experiences, the more likely the state represents where the agent is now.
3. Using the states, the agent calculates Q-values by averaging together the expected future reward values associated with the k nearest states for each action. The agent then chooses the action with the highest Q-value. The regular Q-learning update rule is used to update the k states that voted for the chosen action.
Choosing to represent short-term memory as a linear trace is a simple, well-established technique. Order N Markov chains use this representation; the xed-sized time windows used by Lin and Albus are examples of order N Markov chains 24, 1]. Nearest Sequence Memory also uses a linear trace to represent memory, but it di ers from these xed-sized window techniques because it provides a variable memory-length|like k-nearest neighbor, NSM can represent varying resolution in di erent regions of state space.
V Details of the Algorithm
The interaction between the agent and its environment is described by actions, percepts and rewards. There is a nite set of possible actions, A = a 1 ; a 2 ; :::; a m , a nite set of possible percepts (observations), O = o 1 ; o 2 ; :::; o n , and scalar range of possible rewards, R = x; y]; x; y 2 <. At each time step, t, the agent executes an action, a t 2 A, then as a result receives a new percept, o t 2 O, and a reward, r t 2 R.
We say that the percept \results" from the action in order to be consistent with models of active perception in which the percept is a function of both the world state and the previous action 3, 30 ]. An agent with active perception can execute \perceptual" actions that redirect the agent's focus of attention.
Note also the atypical grouping of the action, percept and reward in time. In many formulations, the action is given the same time index as the percept and reward that preceded it, i.e., (o t?1 ; r t?1 ; a t?1 ; o t ; r t ; a t ; o t+1 ; r t+1 ; a t+1 ; :::). The explanation of NSM is made simpler by giving the action the same time index as the percept and reward that follow it, i.e., (o t?1 ; r t?1 ; a t ; o t ; r t ; a t+1 ; o t+1 ; r t+1 ; a t+2 ; :::). In this paper we use the later grouping.
Subscripts on the symbols a, o, and s indicate the time step associated with speci c actions, percepts and states. The subscript t refers the the current time step; the subscripts i and j refer to arbitrary time steps. We may add and subtract constants to indicate o sets from the time step indicated by t, i or j.
As with most reinforcement learning, the goal of the agent at each time step is to choose the action that maximizes its expected discounted sum of future reward, called return, and written r t . r t = r t + r t+1 + 2 r t+2 + : : : + n r t+n + : : :
Just like other instance-based algorithms, Nearest Sequence Memory records each of its raw experiences. The action and environmental state at time t is captured in a \state" data point, written s t . Recorded with that state is all the available information associated with time t: the action, a t , the resulting percept, o t and resulting reward, r t . Also associated with state s t is a slot to hold a single expected future discounted reward estimate, denoted q(s t ). This value is associated with action a t and no other action. We use the notation q to indicate the expected reward value associated with an individual instance; the notation Q refers to the average of the q-values extracted from the k neighboring instances that are closest to the query point.
The Nearest Sequence Memory algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Find the k nearest neighbor (most similar) states for each possible future action. The state currently at the end of the chain is the \query point" from which we measure all the distances. The neighborhood metric is de ned by \string match" length; it is the number of preceding experience records that match the experience records preceding the \query point" state. This metric can be de ned recursively. 
4. Execute the action chosen in step 3, and record the resulting experience. Do this by creating a new \state" representing the current state of the environment, and storing the action-percept-reward triple associated with it: Increment the time counter: t t + 1. Create s t ; record in it a t ; o t ; r t . The agent can limit its storage and computational load by limiting the number of instances it maintains. Instead of allowing the number of instances to grow inde nitely with the number of experience steps, the agent can choose to keep not more than N of them, where N is some reasonably large number like 1000. Once it reaches N instances, it would, with each step, discard the oldest instance and add the new one. The choice of N is balanced by the desire to limit storage and computation, on the one hand, versus the need for the agent to remember experiences from di erent parts of the environment it visits, on the other. This also provides a way to handle a changing environment. Note the use of r i instead of r t in the update of q(s i ). This helps the agent estimate an accurate average reward in a stationary world| using r t would have biased the average toward recent rewards, where the strength of the bias would have been dictated by the learning rate, . The agent augments the above one-step Q-learning by also passing discounted reward backwards through its recorded history chain for as long as the propagation increases the states' Q-values. In practice, this does not occur often. The process could be described as a kind of \conservative" TD-where = 1.
Nearest Sequence Memory performs two kinds of learning. Like all instancebased methods, it learns by populating its input space with raw experience. Unlike most other instance-based methods, it must also perform dynamic programming on values from raw experience. Usually instance-based methods are used as function approximators whose required outputs are the values provided by raw experience|they are supervised learners. In Nearest Sequence Memory, the required output values are Q-values, which are not provided by raw experience, but related to the raw rewards through dynamic programming|Nearest Sequence Memory is a reinforcement learner. These two kinds of learning need not always occur together. For instance, the agent could stop adding states to the chain, but continue to execute steps in the world and do the dynamic programming as implemented by Q-learning. Section 7.2.3 discusses this distinction further.
VI Experimental Results
This section shows experimental results comparing the performance of Nearest Sequence Memory to three other algorithms. Performance is demonstrated using the tasks chosen by the other algorithms' designers. In each case, Nearest Sequence Memory learns the task with roughly an order of magnitude fewer steps. Although Nearest Sequence Memory learns good policies quickly, it does not always learn optimal policies. In section 7.2 we will discuss why the policies are not always optimal and how Nearest Sequence Memory could be improved.
A Perceptual Distinctions Approach
The The Perceptual Distinctions Approach used learning rate = 0:1, temporal discount factor = 0:9, an Expectation-Maximization (EM) cycle of 1000 steps, and an exploration probability e = 0:1. Nearest Sequence Memory used learning rate = 0:1, temporal discount factor = 0:9, maximum instance chain length N = 1000, exploration probability e = 0:1, and number of neighbors, k = 8. A higher k was chosen for this experiment than for the others because of the noisy environment. A graph of the performance during learning appears in gure 2. Performance is indicated using the measure that the agent itself is trying to maximize: sum of future discounted reward (utility). The NSM results have been averaged over ve runs. The Perceptual Distinctions Approach takes almost 8000 steps to learn the task. Nearest Sequence Memory learns a good policy in less than 1000 steps, although the policy is not quite optimal.
Not only does NSM learn the task in fewer steps than the Perceptual Distinctions Approach, it also learns the task with less computation. The Baum-Welch procedure 39] is an integral part of the Perceptual Distinctions Approach, and Baum-Welch takes time and space O(jSj 2 jAjN), where jSj is the number of states in the model, jAj is the number of actions and N is the number of steps in the EM cycle. NSM takes time O(N), where N is the maximum instance chain length. For both algorithms N is 1000. 
B Utile Distinction Memory
Utile Distinction Memory 31] was demonstrated on several local perception mazes. Unlike most reinforcement learning maze domains, the agent does not perceive global row and column numbers, but only indications of whether there is a barrier to the immediately adjacent up, down, right or left. Therefore, many maze positions are perceived as identical|including positions from which the agent must execute di erent actions. Each time the agent reaches the goal, it is reset to a random location in the maze.
Utile Distinction Memory used a learning rate = 0:9, temporal discount factor = 0:9, and an Expectation-Maximization cycle of 500 steps. Nearest Sequence Memory used learning rate = 0:9 4 , temporal discount factor = 0:9, maximum chain length N = 1000, exploration probability e = 0:1, and number of neighbors k = 4. A graph of the number of steps required for learning appears in gure 3. The results are averaged over ten runs. In two of the mazes, Nearest Sequence Memory learns the task in only about 1/20th the time required by Utile Distinction Memory; in the other two, Nearest Sequence Memory learns mazes that Utile Distinction Memory did not solve at all. Although UDM has in principle the capability to learn multistep memories, in practice they are di cult for UDM to discover 30]. NSM solves these multi-step memory tasks without problem.
Like the Perceptual Distinctions Approach, UDM uses the Baum-Welch procedure. Thus, UDM also has worse computational complexity than NSM.
C Recurrent-Q Recurrent-Q 24] was demonstrated on a robot two-cup retrieval task. The environment is deterministic, but the task is made di cult by two nested levels of hidden state and by providing no reward until the task is completely nished. Lin actually tried three di erent neural network algorithms on this task: Window-Q, Recurrent-Q, and Recurrent-Model; Recurrent-Q is the one that learned this task in the fewest trials. Recurrent-Q used temporal discount = 0:9, and a trial time-out of 60 steps. It also used TD-( = 0:8) with Experience Replay, which is an experience recording and playback technique developed by Lin for speeding up learning. Nearest Sequence Memory used a trial time-out of 60 steps, learning rate = 0:9, temporal discount factor = 0:9, maximum instance chain length N = 1000, exploration probability e = 0:1, and number of neighbors k = 4. A graph of performance during learning appears in gure 4. Nearest Sequence Memory learns good performance in about 15 trials, Recurrent-Q takes about 100 trials to reach equivalent performance.
A parallel processing implementation of Recurrent-Q could take computation time O(number of layers in the net). A parallel processing implementation of NSM could take computation time O(1). Note also that, like NSM, Lin's Experience Reply mechanism requires the agent to store the chain of raw previous experience. The key idea behind Instance-Based State Identi cation is the recognition that recording raw experience is particularly advantageous when learning to partition a state space, as is the case when the agent is trying to determine how much history is signi cant for uncovering hidden state. If, instead of using an instance-based technique, the agent simply averages new experiences into its current, awed state space model, the experiences will be applied to the wrong states, and cannot be reinterpreted when the agent modi es its state space boundaries. Furthermore, data is always interpreted in the context of the awed state space, always biased in an inappropriate way| not simply recorded, kept uncommitted and open to easy reinterpretation in light of future data.
This scenario is especially clear in the nite state machine approaches: experiences are averaged into the current FSM; after each state-splitting session, the agent re-gathers experience from scratch; the statistics used for learning are derived from the current, awed FSM; and the raw data used to obtain these statistics is thrown away|not kept for reinterpretation in light of the new state space topology. The same statements apply to the recurrent neural network, except in this case the agent's internal state space is de ned by the weights on connections to the memory-providing hidden units.
B Areas for Improvement
The experimental results in this paper bode well for instance-based state identi cation. Nearest Sequence Memory is simple|if such a simplistic implementation works as well as it does, more sophisticated approaches may work even better. The following subsections discuss some ideas for improvement.
B.1 Better Distance Metric
The agent should use a more sophisticated neighborhood distance metric than exact string match length. A new metric could account for distances between di erent percepts instead of considering only exact matches. A new metric could also handle continuous-valued inputs.
There is, however, prior experience showing that neither of these improvements is strictly necessary for work with physical robots. The sequence matching algorithm implemented for Toto 27] used a small, nite set of percepts and was completely intolerant to noise. The robot wandered rooms and hallways while avoiding obstacles, learned a map of the environment, and could use the map to reliably travel to arbitrary goal locations. Toto's intolerant sequence matching algorithm overcame its quite noisy sensors by using an intermediate perceptual mechanism that translated the continuous, high-dimensional, noisy sensor values into elements of the useful percept set. Using a little domain knowledge and some averaging over time, the robot's intermediate layer produced noise-less percepts suitable for its intolerant string matching algorithm. A robot using Nearest Sequence Memory could make use of precisely the same mechanism. Furthermore, since NSM is somewhat tolerant of noisy percepts and actions, NSM could even continue to work if the intermediate perceptual mechanism were unreliable.
Unlike nite state machines, Nearest Sequence Memory cannot directly represent cycles in the environment. The agent should use well-chosen or 29 learned abstract action primitives that encapsulate these loops. Some approach based on variable length, fuzzy sequence matching would also help.
B.2 Structure/Noise Distinction
Nearest Sequence Memory demonstrably solves tasks that involve noisy sensation and action, but it could perhaps handle noise even better if it used some technique for explicitly separating noise from structure.
K-nearest neighbor does not explicitly discriminate between structure and noise 51]. If the current query point has neighbors with wildly varying output values, there is no way to know if the variations are due to noise, (in which case they should all be averaged), or due to ne-grained structure of the underlying function (in which case only the few closest should be averaged). Because Nearest Sequence Memory is built on k-nearest neighbor, it su ers from the same inability to methodically separate history di erences that are signi cant for predicting reward and history di erences that are not. I believe this is the single most important reason that Nearest Sequence Memory sometimes did not nd optimal policies.
An interesting manifestation of this noise and structure confusion is that occasionally Nearest Sequence Memory exhibits \superstitious behavior" as also displayed by learning animals 19, 38] . In certain circumstances, when the agent rst nds success by some round-about route, it tends to use the route repeatedly. When exploratory steps uncover a more e cient path to reward, Nearest Sequence Memory will switch to the better path. For instance, in the beginning of a particular learning run for the Space Ship Docking task, the agent rst docked successfully after making two redundant 180 degree turns. The agent then chose this behavior consistently, until, several trials later, random exploration discovered that the two extra turns were unnecessary, and the agent began docking without the extra \dance." This is over-speci cation|thinking more detail is relevant than really is. The extra \dance" is noise, but the agent interprets it as structure. Whether or not the Nearest Sequence Memory exhibits this behavior depends on how densely the state space around the reward is already covered by other instances when it rst discovers the reward. This occasional tendency towards extra attention to details does imply that Nearest Sequence Memory could respond well to a teacher, because the agent would learn e ciently from a single presentation, and presumably, a teacher would demonstrate the task without the extra \dances."
Work in progress addresses the structure/noise issue by combining instancebased state identi cation with the structure/noise separation method from Utile Distinction Memory 31] As pointed out in the section on details of the algorithm, Nearest Sequence Memory performs two kinds of learning: instance-based population of the state space with raw experience and dynamic programming to calculate expected future reward. Currently these two kinds of learning are intertwined, but I believe the algorithm would perform better with a cleaner separation of the two. The instance-based component should be used to extract the relevant state space, then dynamic programming should be performed only on the extracted states. The work in progress mentioned in the preceding section makes use of this scheme.
B.4 Further Reducing Storage and Computation
By using the instance-limiting technique discussed in section 5, Nearest Sequence Memory is already computationally more e cient than its competitors. We may want to nd ways of reducing the storage and computational requirements even further.
As an alternative to keeping the last N instances, the agent could also simply stop adding states to the chain once it thought it had su ciently covered the possibly signi cant sequences. The instance chain would remain unchanged while the agent continued to learn the q-values for those instances.
Once learning is complete, we may want to compile the chain down into a smaller structure. Related work in 47] discusses a technique for compiling example sequences into hidden Markov models. Previous work discusses the application of this technique to building probabilistic nite state machines that include a notion of actions 30]. The neighborhood metric is determined by sequence match length, that is, the number of preceding states that match the states preceding the query point. By using this neighborhood function, the agent nds situations from its past that are most similar to its current situation, where \most similar" not only includes the current percepts but also the percepts leading up to current situation. The agent thus has an internal state space with variable-length short-term memory because when choosing instances from which to extract expected reward values, it tends to prefer instances with better matching history. Sequence Memory on Lin's 2-cup task. The robot 2-cup retrieval task is di cult because it has two nested levels of hidden state and because it provides no reward until the task is completely nished. The vertical axis shows the number of steps required to complete the 2-cup task twice, once from each of the two possible starting points. Each of these double task completions makes up a single trial. The horizontal axis measures number of trials since the beginning of learning. The learning curves show the mean results from ve runs. : : : : : 27
